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INTERACTIVE SIMULATIONS OF GAS-TURBINE MODULAR HTGR

TRANSIENTS AND HEATUP ACCIDENTS

S. J. Ball and D. J. Nypaver
Instrumentatio_ and Controls Division

Oak Ridge National Laboratory

Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37831-6010

ABSTRACT

An interactive workstation-based simulator has been developed for

performing analyses of modular high-temperature gas-cooled reactor (MI_TGR)

core transients and accidents. It was originally developed at Oak Ridge

National Laboratory for the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission to assess

the licensability of the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) steam cycle design

350-MW(t) MHTGR. Subsequently, the code was modified under DOE sponsorship

to simulate the 450-MW(t) Gas Turbine (GT) design and to aid in development

and design studies. Features of the code (MORECA-GT) include detailed

modeling of 3-D core thermalhydraulics, interactive workstation

capabilities that allow user/analyst or "operator" involvement in accident

scenarios, and options for studying anticipated transients without scrsm
(ATWS) events.

In addition to the detailed models for the core, MORECA includes models for

the vessel, Shutdown Cooling System (SCS), and Reactor Cavity Cooling

System (RCCS), and core point kinetics to accommodate ATWS events. The

balance of plant (BOP) is currently not modeled. The interactive

workstation features include options for on-line parameter plots and 3-D

graphic temperature profiling.

The studies to date show that the proposed MHTGR designs are very robust

and can generally withstand the consequences of even the extremely low

probability postulated accidents with little or no damage to the reactor's

fuel or metallic components.

REACTOR DESCRIPTION
-

A layout of the 450-MW(t) underground-silo module design is shown in Fig.

I. In the side-by-side vessel arrangement, the reactor vessel (heat

source) is at a higher elevation than the power conversion vessel. Hence

for loss of forced circulation (LOFC) accidents, natural circulation flow

between vessels is inhibited, thus limiting the potential for damage to the

balance-of-plant (BOP) components. The passive air-cooled RCCS surrounding

each reactor vessel provides adequate cooling to prevent fuel and vessel

damage if no active cooling systems are operable.



MODEL DEVELOPHENT

The MORECA code was originally developed to study a wide variety of core

transient and heatup accident scenarios for the DOE 350-MW(t) steam cycle

MI4TGK design. An updated version, MORECA-2, included the addition of core

point kinetics and interactive workstation features with options for 3-D

graphic core temperature profiling. Subsequent code developments covered

the power escalations to ASO M_(t) and above and other design changes

associated with the switch from the steam cycle to the gas turbine design.

The 5OP in the power conversion vessel is currently not modeled in MORECA.

Details of the models used in MORECA are given in Refs. i and 2. The 3-D,

hexagonal geometry core model uses one node each for the 8A fuel and 175

reflector elements in each of 14 axial regions for the 450-MW(t) core. The

annular fuel core representation (259 X 14 - 3626 nodes) thus allows for

detailed investigations of azimuthal temperature asymmetries in addition to

axial and radial profiles. Variable core thermal properties are computed

functions of temperature and are dependent on orientation and radiation

damage. An annealing model for graphite accounts for the increase in

thermal conductivity that may occur during heatup accidents.

The primary coolant flow models cover the full ranges expected in both

normal operation and accidents, including pressurized and depressurized

accidents (and in between), for forced and natural circulation, for upflow

and downflow, and for turbulent, laminar, and transition flow regimes. The

primary loop pressure calculation considers variable inventory (due to

depressurization actions) and loop temperature changes and uses a

simplified model of the BOP gas temperatures. The models for the reactor

pressure vessel and RCCS include 12 azimuthal sectors to allow for

representation of design discontinuities and partial failures in the RCCS

cooling function.

Using the ATWS option, the expected scram would not occur at the time of an

LOFC accident but instead could occur at an arbitrary later time or not at

all. Slow rod withdrawal accidents can also be simulated if they are in

conjunction with an LOFC accident. The model for fuel (as distinct from

moderator) temperature is a quasi-steady state approximation valid only for

slow transients characteristic of LOFC accidents. The point kinetics

approximation for the neutronics is a prompt-jump, single-precursor-group

model that compares favorably, for transients of the appropriate rate and

magnitude, with calculations using a "full" model with prompt neutron

generation time and six delayed neutron precursor groups included.

Temperature-reactivity feedback from the 3-D modeling of fuel, moderator,

and reflectors utilizes nuclear importance weighting. Models for xenon and

samarium poisoning are included. |_

Documentation fer MORECA utilizes databases (dBase-3+ or dBase-A) which

were developed to assist MORECA code users with program interpretation and

modification. The relational databases include descriptions of program

variables, common blocks, arguments, and subroutines.

The relatively fast algorithms used (non-ATWS transients run about I000
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times faster than real time on a SUN Sparcstation-2) facilitate the running

of sensitivity studies and varieties of reactor operator interaction
scenarios.

INTERACTIVE SIMUlaTIONS

The MORECA code has been adapted to interact with numerous graphical

displays. These displays enable the user to dynamically change simulation
parameters and observe the effects. The graphical displays interact with
both accident and core map simulations. Each of the programs described

below provides the user with dynamic visual and numeric information about
simulation parameters.

Some interactive displays provide dynamic on-line plots of user-selected
simulation parameters. A graphical display has also been developed which

enables the user to change initial simulation parameters, start the

simulation and move through different views of selected components of the
reactor as the simulation is running. The user is able to visualize, by

the use of pictures and graphs, what is going on inside the selected

reactor components. A 3D color display is also available which shows

temperature or flow distribution throughout the core.

One of the interactive programs is used for accident analyses by

dynamically setting simulation parameters. In this program the user is
allowed direct on-line involvement with the postulated scenarios. Wide
varieties of transients and LOFC accidents can be simulated both with and

without total or partial depressurization of the primary coolant and with

or without scram. The interactive display generated by this program (Fig.
2) presents a summary status of the simulation for RCCS, vessel, core and

SCS. The user is allowed control of simulation speed, dynamic plot

activation, the SCS operating parameters, means for "degrading" the

effectiveness of the RCCS, and total or partial depressurization
transients. The maximum vessel, core barrel, outer control rod, and fuel

element temperatures are displayed at elevations corresponding to their
axial location.

Dynamic time-histories of selected variables can be displayed (Fig. 3).
The plots automatically rescale when the dependent variable exceeds its

upper or lower limits, and the graphs scroll when the plots reach the end

of their current time scale. The variables to be plotted, the number of

points to display on the graph, the number of points to scroll, and the

upper and lower limits of each variable can be defined by the user. The

dynamic plots and the workstation display use X-Windows, and therefore the

user can use one screen to view the workstation display screen and specify
a seco_d machine to display the dynamic plots. This convention enables

viewing of both displays simultaneously.

The interactive display features are useful for review and confirmation

studies of the safety system design, operator emergency procedures,

operator training procedures, and postaccident monitoring systems.



Another interactive program developed for MORECA is used to display and

dynamically set "core map" parameters (Fig. 4). This interactive program

is used for studying effects of operational parameters (such as core flow,

inlet temperature, power, and pressure) on three-dimensional temperature

distributions and core flow redistributions. The maps display the

temperatures of the fuel (or upper/lower reflector) in any of the 14 axial

regions, the outlet gas temperatures from each region, or the individual

element channel flows, as selected. Another important variable affecting

the fuel-element flow and temperature distributions is the assumed fraction

of total core flow bypassing the fuel-element cooling channels. In the

MORECA model, the bypass flow is assumed to be distributed uniformly in the

spaces between reflector elements, where it is heated and eventually mixes

with the cooling channel flows in the lower plenum. The bypass-flow

fraction is a parameter under user control.

The final interactive program written for MORECA combines the concepts of

the other two programs discussed above with a point and click interface

enabling the user to move through pictorial representations of various

reactor components while the simulation is running. Initially the user has

a choice of starting an accident or core map simulation and setting the

simulation parameters as needed. Then the user is presented with a

graphical layout of the MBTGR, various types of graphs and both color-coded

and numeric output - all of which are used to demonstrate how the

components of the MHTGR are reacting to user inputs. This program enables

the user to move through some of the components of the reactor to get a

close-up look at the component and more in-depth information on the

component's status.

Another view of the reactor that is provided by this program is a variation

of the core map display described above. This view (Fig. 5) enables the

user to display fuel element temperatures or core flow redistributions at

any level of the core. The display shows all the fuel elements and

presents the core in a color-coded three-dimensional image. If the user

clicks on a fuel element, a corresponding numerical value (e.g.,

temperature) will be displayed for that element. The user can view the

flow through the core cooling channels in the same manner.

This view also enables the user to display a region of the core. The user

can select a color-coded axial cross-section (chosen by clicking a section

from a "pie" icon) and axial layer (chosen by clicking on a slice of an

"onion" icon) display. These cross-sections show the distribution for all

layers of the core in the selected region. These views provide an

excellent tool for monitoring the temperature distribution changes

throughout the core as an accident progresses.

ACCIDENT SCENARIO CALCUIATIONS

Long-term LOFC accidents are simulated both with and without total or

partial depressurization of the primary coolant and with or without scram.

Optionally, both the active (SCS) and passive (RCCS) shutdown cooling

systems can be assumed to be either unavailable or available only



intermittently in degraded states.

The analyses of severe long-term LOFC accident scenarios generally predict

maximum fuel temperatures approaching or only slightly exceeding the

nominal failure onset limit (1600°C). Only in some ATWS cases and in cases

in which the RCCS is assumed to fail catastrophically is there significant

damage predicted for the fuel and metallic components. Because of the use

of a higher temperature steel vessel in the GT design (vs the steam-cycle

MHTGR), the predicted peak vessel temperatures are more likely to stay

within acceptable limits.

All LOFC transients are characterized by very slow heatups because of the

low power densities and large heat capacities associated with the core. It

should be emphasized that with three independent shutdown systems (outer

reflector rods, with inner reflector rods and reserve shutdown system boron

balls as backups), the probability of ATWS events is extremely small. In

an example calculation, a depressurized ATWS-LOFC reference case (Figs. 6

and 7), it is assumed that at the start of the accident, all forced

circulation is stopped, the primary system undergoes a rapid

depressurization, and no control rod or scram rod action occurs.

Recriticality occurs after about 60 h because of the decay of the xenon

poisoning, and the peak fuel temperature exceeds the 1600°C "limit" after
about 64 h.

SENSITIVITY STUDIES

Many variations of transient and LOFC accident scenarios have been studied

to observe the sensitivities of the predictions to parametric and

operational assumptions. These provide guidance in design studies for

determining plant operating parameters (including design power level) and

in identifying which physical properties and correlations are most crucial
to the successful outcome of the accidents.

CODE VERIFICATION AND VALIDATION ACTIVITIES

Benchmark cases for steady state conditions and LOFC accidents have been

run for comparisons with similar codes and simulations developed by General

Atomics and Brookhaven National Laboratory 3 , and have shown generally good

agreement. Earlier validation exercises using ORECA, a forerunner of

MORECA, also showed good results in comparisons with transient data from
the Fort St. Vrain HTGR. A

Additional validation efforts are currently under way via international

cooperative efforts under the guidance of International Atomic Energy

Agency Coordinated Research Programs in the areas of passive decay heat

removal, neutronics, and fuel performance.

Development work on the MORECA-GT code is continuing, with near-term

improvements planned primarily in the area of power conversion vessel
simulations.
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Fig. 5 Color-coded MiITGR Core Temperature M,tps During a Postulated LOFC
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Fig. 6. Depressurized loss of forced circulation accident

accompanied by anticipated transient without scram, maximum fuel

temperature vs time.
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